Abstract
Introduction
There is plenty of room for improvement in current field archaeology. These drawbacks have manifested themselves mainly in the following sides. ①W ith a rapid growth of economics, more and more relics are discovered in succession, and numerous archaeologists are busy doing the salvageable mining, so that the filed archaeology is very passive. As a result, the matter that how to carry out a planned mining and make the planned mining as a part of the economic construction under the direction of the empirical knowledge becomes an important subject worth studying. ②On account of the long cycle of filed archaeology mining, a huge universe of data are not handled in time as quickly as possible, which brings about the mining data kept in the team leader of archaeology for a long time rather than forming the mining report to the public as the research data for those concerned. It is really a problem calling for immediate solution that is how to help archaeologists to handle the gained data of mining records quickly, and explore knowledge from a large number of mining data records to direct the field archaeology. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce the correlative technology of the spatial knowledge reasoning into the research on field archaeology so as to find the interior spatial distribution of relics for the use of macroscopic planning and microscopic reasoning in field mining, which at last solves the existing problems mentioned above in field archaeology.
At the same time, in virtue of the information from field archaeology, the research on spatial knowledge reasoning about settlement can put up data mining and reasoning on the existent plentiful underground spatial data, in order to find connotative spatial knowledge, extend the study domain of GIS, and promote the intelligent application of geographical information science.
Jiangzhai Site
The source of data required comes from both the upper and lower volumes of 'Jiangzhai--Report On the Excavations in Neolithic Age' written cooperatively by Banbo Museum of Xi'an, Archaeology Institute of Shaanxi Province and Lintong Museum, and published by Cultural Relic Press, Beijing, in 1988. As for the Jiangzhai settlement, with its geographical environment and the process of its discovery and excavation introduced, the data also account for the stratum accumulation circumstance from east, south, west, north and center, the different localities of Jiangzhai settlement on the basis of several sections. The data in particular make a cultural division that is divided into five stages in all on the excavated historical remains and relics. Moreover, the data respectively make those unearthed in each stage a numerical statement and representative presentation. In the end, there are cultural analysis and illumination in archaeology to cultural characteristic, cultural nature, socioeconomic situation of Jiangzhai settlement, and also to the overall layout of the village, social organization, and the stages of social development of Jiangzhai settlement in first period.
The research on spatial knowledge reasoning in this paper utilizes the distribution map of the main relics with the 1:500 scale, 53 distribution maps of relic districts with a different scale, and many other distribution maps. And at the same time, to establish attribute databases on remains and relics, it adopts some tables in schedule attached, such as the house and the hearth registration table. All of the maps and tables mentioned here belong to Jiangzhai settlement in its first period.
Storage of production rules and the spatial knowledge reasoning mechanism

Storage of production rules
For the purpose of storing the spatial knowledge of production form rules, this paper designs a new-type logical structure for the knowledge base as follows. To aim at the feature that production rules have two types of rule elements: preconditions and consequents, and taking features of primary elements of each rule in these rules into account, the paper establishes the rule precondition base and consequent base. 1) Logical structure of the rule precondition base (Table preconditions) Among the field names above, Result_id is the foreign key to the table.
Logical structure of the spatial knowledge rule base
2) Logical structure of the rule consequent base (Table result) 2) While there are many precondition OR operations (∨) in a rule, the rule consequent base can store many conclusions in order to offer conditions for the generalization of spatial attributes in future.
3) However, there are also some disadvantages in the design of the spatial rule base. While there are many ∨ operations in a rule, owing to the separate storage of rule preconditions and consequents, the two rule bases are accessed by each other too often, so that it brings about much more database accession cost.
Structure of spatial knowledge reasoning mechanism
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The spatial knowledge reasoning mechanism consists of three parts, namely, spatial knowledge base, facts base and reasoning controller.
The spatial knowledge base
The spatial knowledge base is the core of the spatial knowledge reasoning mechanism, and it is used to store the general knowledge in application areas. Each production rule has a serial number, such as R1 and R2, through which the system uses relevant rules. In view of the production rule form, it is very similar to the conditional statement in the traditional programming language, however, in fact, there is essential difference between them [3] condition : ①A production rule has the characteristic of self-containing. Firstly, a production rule only describes the static relationships between the conditions of a rule precondition and the result of a consequent, thus, the inerrancy of the rule can be assured independently. Secondly, a production rule can not directly call anther. The matter that whether a rule is used depends on the current content in the facts base. It is precisely because of selfcontaining for the production system to separate its knowledge representation and knowledge reasoning. ②The control flow among rules is different to that in the traditional language programs, which controls its flow in one direction from a sentence to the followed. What's more, the rule under a prevailing is available but not certain to be implemented immediately, which is decided by the conflict resolution of the knowledge reasoning mechanism. This is the major difference between traditional language programs and the nature of knowledge reasoning mechanism. ③Content in spatial and facts bases is variable at any time with their application areas replacement, and the knowledge reasoning strategy based on production rules is reusable, whereas conditional statements in the programming language need doing code-level modifications.
The form of the expression of the knowledge base is more agile, which can be adopted the rule productions that are prone to be understood. During building the spatial knowledge base, the representation of the condition and conclusion is structured in such a way as to maximize consistency with that of the facts base, so as to match conditions with the fact retrieval conveniently, and be able to do dynamic modification of the facts in bases.
The facts base
The facts base stores the descriptive knowledge of facts involving the nature, state or other factors of the concerned matters. Meanwhile, it is used for deposit of temporary or dynamic information in connection with a specific application environment, which containing both the interim and the final result is in a state of constant update and transformation. The shown facts base in this paper, allowed for gaining speed and being used easily, falls into two categories: the fact base and the reasoning base used for storing the interim result in reasoning. There are various measures for the fact base to show its information on the specific application environment, normally, such as character strings, tree, vector, set, matrix and table. The tuple "(Spatial entity, Spatial attribute, Values, Veracity)" identifies the fact in this paper, and the following is the logical structure of the fact base. Then, the logical structure of the reasoning base is shown as follows. 
Reasoning control mechanism
The essence of knowledge reasoning control mechanism is the process of choosing the control strategy according to the control knowledge of application problems, matching facts with rules, and solving problems based on controlling and utilizing the knowledge reasoning. It is an interpreter of knowledge rules, mainly containing two functions, judging rule conditions for the rule matching and choosing rules available for being called to eliminate conflicts.
Knowledge reasoning is conducted on the basis of the cycle reasoning method named "UnderstandingAction". In the section of Understanding, under manmachine interaction conditions, the system in light of Journal of Convergence Information Technology Volume 5, Number 1, February 2010 some definite strategies turns Meta knowledge provided by users to direct how to use rules in the spatial base, and to use the information on application environment in the fact base to do the reasoning and matching. In the event that no matches are located, it is mismatching, otherwise it makes matches successfully and then the next step will jump to Action. In Action, the system executes the result or operation of the fore found rules, and then, renews the fact base dynamically with the returned rules. Just through the repetitious cycle of "Understanding-Action", it finally results in the problems solved.
The formal process of spatial knowledge reasoning
Spatial knowledge reasoning and searching mechanism
In light of the direction of the process of spatial knowledge reasoning, or rather the direction of the searching for knowledge rules, the knowledge reasoning of the production system can be grouped into three types, ordinal reasoning, converse reasoning, and mixed reasoning that combines ordinal and converse reasoning together [1] [2] [3] . The paper respectively adopts the three methods to do spatial knowledge reasoning.
The process of the ordinal knowledge reasoning
Based on the known facts shown in the fact base, the ordinal knowledge reasoning applies ordinal rules, in other words, it chooses available rules through matching the precondition in the spatial knowledge base with the content in the facts base. If there are many rules available, it will execute one rule chosen from those rules according to the conflict resolution strategy, and then inserts the returned results into the reasoning base. It won't put a termination to the process until the problem is solved or there are no other available rules. The following is the formal description of the process of ordinal knowledge reasoning.
step The process of the ordinal knowledge reasoning has the following features. ①The process of the ordinal reasoning "respond" is recursive; ②If there are two or more available rules in the rule set S, the select-rule(S) chooses one rule from the set under the designed conflict resolution strategy. The ordinal knowledge reasoning has many virtues. It has a simple implementation as well as the easy algorithm, moreover, it allows users to insert the involved facts data into the fact base at the very start, so as to facilitate the course of implementation in which the system can read the data sooner, rather than waiting until the time at which the system requires data, it asks users for data. The chief objection to the ordinal knowledge reasoning is its blind search, with the result that there will be a lot of sub-objectives unrelated to the general objective, and when the content of the knowledge reasoning need updating, it must traverse the entire fact base, which is inefficient. The ordinal reasoning is mainly used in the known initial data rather than these matters with a large range of reasoning objectives or a great broad solution space.
The process of the converse reasoning
Based on the present hypothesis in the reasoning base, the converse knowledge reasoning applies converse rules, in other words, it chooses available rules through matching the consequent in the spatial knowledge base with the content in the facts base. If there are many rules available, it will execute one rule chosen from those rules according to the conflict resolution strategy, and then inserts the precondition of the chosen rule into the reasoning base. It won't put a termination to the process until the problem is solved, that is to say, all the evidence and facts that supported the hypothesis can be found in the facts base, or there are no other available rules. The following is the formal description of the process of the converse knowledge reasoning.
step achieve(G) match if S is null then directly ask users for the truth or falsehood of the the consequent in the spatial knowledge base with the content in the facts base, and if it succeeds, then one available rule will be found and inserted into the available rule set S; otherwise, it will use anther rule to do the matching. hypothesis G. If users can distinguish between truth and falsehood, the problem is solved, if not, the evidence concerning G provided by users when they answer questions about G will be inserted into the reasoning base. else while G is not solved do
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The process of the converse knowledge reasoning has the following features. ①The process of the converse reasoning "achieve (G)" is recursive. ② "Choose-rule(S)" chooses one rule from the set under the conflict resolution strategy of the knowledge reasoning. ③For the objective hypothesis G or the subobjective hypothesis G', "achieve (G)" will let users distinguish between the truth or falsehood. G' is the precondition of the rule R that derives the objective G. A different wording is that just when the converse reasoning finds the condition G' in favor of the hypothesis G, users will firstly make a judgment on G' to support G. If users can not judge the truth of G', it will recursive call "achieve (G')" in light of the objective G'.
The process of bidirectional reasoning
In order to overcome the defects of ordinal and converse reasoning, and take full advantages of them, it usually uses mixed reasoning that combines ordinal and converse reasoning together, and is also known as the bidirectional reasoning. It chooses an objective with the help of data-driven, that is, it does ordinal reasoning from initial facts, solves the objective with objective-driven, and uses converse and ordinal reasoning interchangeably to solve problems. The efficiency of knowledge reasoning is greatly raised, for bidirectional reasoning changes reasoning success conditions of reasoning grids from grids meeting points to grids meeting grids. Bidirectional knowledge reasoning has general steps as follows. ①It initializes the facts base. ②It does ordinal reasoning, drawing partial results from known facts. ③It chooses an objective from the partial results named G. ④It does converse reasoning under the hypothesis G. ⑤If results can be gained, the reasoning is successful, or else the next will jump to the step ②.
The conflict resolution strategy of spatial knowledge reasoning
There are three methods of the knowledge rule match. First, it does match with index, that is, it builds index based on the knowledge rule, and then finds corresponding rule through mapping functions. Second, it makes it with variable rules. Third, it uses fuzzy rules for approximate match. And in this paper, it adopts the match method with variable rules. If there are many rules available after the match, it must make choices. As for the conflict resolution strategy of spatial reasoning, it usually chooses rules in combination with the following different rules [5] .①A rule is chosen according to a priority policy, that is to say, the rule with the highest priority is the preferred choice. ②A rule is chosen based on the sequence of t he successful matches, that is, the rule matched first of all is also chosen firstly. ③A rule is chosen by the level of details, in other words, the rule of which the premise has the most detailed description is chosen at first. ④A rule is the first to be chosen in light of the executed order, which was especially executed in the recent past. ⑤A rule is chosen according to the newest fact, that is, the rule corresponded with the newest fact is chosen in the first. ⑥A rule is chosen by the judgment that whether the rule is used, to be precise, the rule not used is chosen firstly. This paper uses the rule that is based on the sequence of the successful matches as the conflict resolution strategy.
Spatial knowledge reasoning about archaeology relics
This paper adopts the three spatial knowledge reasoning strategies above to carry out an experimental research of spatial knowledge reasoning on the section charts of the large house F47 and F74 in Jiangzhai settlement in the first period, which are introduced in document 4. Through the extractive spatial knowledge rules from the house F74 and the existing spatial knowledge rules, it is possible to deduce a conclusion that the two relics on the section chart of the house F47 are the plinths. In the table above, the unit of area for houses is m 2 , and for post-holes is cm 2 . 
Content of the database in spatial knowledge reasoning
Content of the facts base
Content of the rule consequent base
The major process of spatial knowledge reasoning
1) The program of the paper reads information from the vector section F47 to extract spatial knowledge of all kinds of relics. Specifically, it means that at first it extracts the area of F74 that is 69m 2 , satisfies with the rule KJDD3 in the spatial knowledge base, and makes sure the type is large house. Then it enters the serial numbers and areas of all the post-holes on the section F74 into the reasoning base. After that, it takes advantage of the classification algorithm to extract the areas of post-holes and numbered KJDD4, range of which is generally between greater than 190cm 2 and less than 1823cm 2) It chooses the spatial knowledge base, defines the facts base, and prepares for the spatial knowledge reasoning.
.At last, it enters that very spatial knowledge into the rule precondition and consequent bases.
3) It chooses the knowledge reasoning strategy, and begins to carry out the spatial knowledge reasoning.
The implementation process of spatial knowledge reasoning
Because space lacks for a detailed description of it, this paper only takes ordinal reasoning for example as follows to illustrate the implementation process of spatial knowledge reasoning.
1) Implementation steps. ①It calls the method of evaluation of areas to evaluate the total area of houses, and uses the existing knowledge rules to check up F47 whether it is a large house. In the event that F47 is a large house, it will jump to the step ②, otherwise it will break the process of reasoning. ②It reads all records of relics in turn to evaluate the area of the relic from the reasoning base. Then according to the result, it makes judgment on the relic whether it meets the rule precondition of the rule KJDD4. If it does, the relic is the post-hole, and then it finds the whole post-holes in a proper order, and at the same time, it keeps a record of the serial numbers of the found post-holes. ③It classifies the resulted post-holes from the step ② in light of their areas, which is carried out under the direction of the fact 3 in the facts base. The classification falls into two kinds, one of which has the greater area, and the other contains the remained. ④ It also makes judgment on the three post-holes in class 1 based on the fact 3, and two of the three is likely to be plinths. ⑤By means of the fact 4 in the facts base, there is 6.2m away from the house center for the post-hole 22, which is not satisfied with the fact 4 so that it can make conclusion that the post-holes, numbered 25 and 26 are the plinths.
2) Results. The following are the results from each step in the ordinal reasoning. ①The F47 is a large house with an area of 89 m 2 ，meeting the rule KJDD3. ②There are 26 relics in total, numbered 26, 25,22,23,24, etc, and they are post-holes satisfied with the rule KJDD4. ③It makes classification according to the areas. With the result that the post-holes numbered 26, 25 and 22 fall into one class (class 1) and the others fall into another class (class 2). ④The post -holes in class 1 have greater areas, so two post-holes may be plinths due to the fact 3.
⑤The post -hole 22 is 6.2m away from the center point, which is not satisfied with the fact 4 so as not to be plinth. ⑥ The relics numbered 25 and 26 are plinths.
Conclusion and discussion
This paper makes a research on the relic spatial knowledge reasoning about the single relic settlement archeology, aimed at applying certain general methods of spatial knowledge reasoning to strengthen the spatial analysis and elevate the intelligent application level in order to provide a power knowledge reasoning tool for spatial data research in the fields of settlement archeology and so on.
When it comes to the expression of the spatial knowledge in the settlement archaeology, this paper adopts the form of rule productions on the basis of the done work that it has expatiated on the characteristics of the production system and analyzed the defects of that system. Besides, it designs a special form for the spatial knowledge base, which uses the precondition base that stores precondition elements and the consequent base that stores consequent elements to store different kinds of rules of the spatial data mining. And at the same time, it designs the structure of the spatial knowledge reasoning mechanism. The mechanism contains three parts, including the facts base, knowledge base, and reasoning controller, moreover, it also gives the logic data structure of the facts data. In addition, this paper puts forth the processes of the ordinal, converse and bidirectional reasoning, and identifies the conflict resolution strategy of the knowledge reasoning. It does an experimental study of spatial knowledge reasoning on the large house F47 and F74 in the Jiangzhai settlement in first period. The spatial knowledge reasoning here takes advantage of the rules in the designed spatial knowledge base and the existing facts in the facts base. As a result, it draws the desirable knowledge reasoning conclusion.
Through the research, there is no doubt that the spatial knowledge base established in this paper is very efficient and provides a technical means of gaining and recycling the spatial knowledge, and then achieves the objective that gains archaeology knowledge quickly and applies the archaeology knowledge to make the useful try by studying and attaining the spatial knowledge reasoning about the data of archaeology, and also it offers a technical resolution to make use of the most of the archaeology knowledge base. This paper adopts the production rule system with many characteristics, including naturalness, modularity, validity and clarity [2] . However, the production system based on rules also has the following problems. ①It can make an accurate syntax match successfully, but not the semantic approximate match. ②The isolation among the productions and rigidness of the form bring about a constrained expression of the control knowledge. ③If there are a large quantities of rules in the spatial knowledge base, it is not efficient for match and resolution. Therefore, it is necessary to consider using new knowledge expressions and knowledge reasoning methods, and make sustaining development and research on them.
